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Our application solution gives you these actionable 
business insights, all in one easy to read dashboard:

Access and analyze data from any location and act on real-
time insights:

• Improve application performance with granular info 
about application performance

• Make sure you know exactly who and what is accessing 
your network

• Control the bandwidth for apps, so they don’t slow 
down the network

• Look at app license usage and only pay for applications 
that people actually use

• Get pervasive L7 visibility into the network

Keep your network more secure:

• Avoid shadow IT and keep your network safe

•  Detect network vulnerabilities such as devices used as 
network share

• Proactively monitor uncommon trends in your network 
and applications

• Roll out attribute-based policies for security and 
compliance

• Integrate easily with major security platforms from our 
ecosystem partners

Your applications are driving customer, partner, 
and employee engagement with amazing 
experiences. However, unprecedented network 
complexity with applications and services in the 
cloud and on-premises, have increased the risk 
of performance issues with applications. 

For IT teams, it has become harder to ensure that apps are 
running to the delight of users. The only way to make their 
lives easier are tools that automatically monitor application 
performance and make troubleshooting straightforward. 
They need to be able to answer questions such as these 
with one look: 

What applications are running on my network? 

Who is using them and when? 

Are any apps experiencing performance issues and what’s 
the root cause?

Unlock the power of your data.  
Gain valuable insights for real-time decisions.

Analytics Solutions Overview
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Troubleshoot Fast to Prevent Issues:

• Automatically detect and rapidly diagnose  
performance issues

• Minimize downtime by mitigating issues before  
they grow

• Make monitoring easier with proactive alerts of  
key events

• Monitor and visualize large data at scale

• Get to the root cause of what is slowing down an 
application

Not all application analytics solutions are the same. Our 
application analytics are specifically designed to help you 
make smart decisions and save money:

• Do not slow down your network by sampling 
instead of mirroring network traffic

Let’s say a you have around 100 Gigabit of traffic 
running on your network. When an analytics solution 
mirrors this traffic, the network has to process about 
200 Gigabit of data, which is substantial and can 
slow down the entire network. With our application 
telemetry, instead, we sample the network traffic, which 
in this case adds up to about 1 Gigabit of data, so it 
does not have any relevant impact to the network.

• Help save considerable cost

Since the traffic from the switches to the analytics 
engine is minimal when sampling data traffic, the traffic 
from any dispersed locations can be send to a centrally 
located analytics engine. This means, you don’t have 
to put an analytics engine into each business location 
or branch, which saves infrastructure cost. For a school 
district with schools or buildings in several locations, 
retail businesses with distributed small retail shops, and 
healthcare systems with numerous remote clinics this 
means great cost savings.

• Enable you to fix application issues fast

Application telemetry provides deep and granular 
information about each application. Application 
performance is automatically monitored and IT staff 
receives notifications when an applications deviates 
from a historical base line. This enables IT to check 
on an application before the issue becomes apparent 
and users start to complain. Furthermore, the detailed 
information about each application status combined 
with root cause analysis enables IT to troubleshoot 
rapidly. On an easy-to-read dashboard they can see 
for example whether a slowdown is caused by the 
application itself or the network. Whether the issue lies 
in the wired or wireless network.

• Give you a single pane of glass into your network

Our application analytics are integrated with your 
network management solution and your network 
access control. This way, you can combine knowledge 
about your mobile users with application information 
for more relevant insights. Integration with other 
enterprise platforms such as network security, mobile 
management, analytics, cloud and datacenter is 
straightforward with our eco system partners.

Our application analytics give you just what you need to 
turn your network into a valuable business asset. You can 
gain granular information about application usage and 
performance. IT can stay on top of application issues with 
automatic alerts to troubleshoot quickly. Our application 
telemetry is a unique technology that gives detailed 
insights with high value at a lower cost.

To get a better understanding of how 
ExtremeAnaltytics™ can help you get the most out 
of your network and applications Request a Demo.

http://www.extremenetworks.com/requestdemo

